
graphic organizers as tools to 
unlock texts By Emily Cayuso

To aid struggling readers with monitoring their reading understanding and comprehension of texts, graphic 
organizers are an essential tool. Reading comprehension is a purposeful and active process. Good readers think 
actively as they read and engage in a complicated process of using their experiences and knowledge of the world, 
vocabulary, language structures, and their knowledge of reading strategies (or plans) to make sense of the text 
and to get the most out of it. For the struggling reader this active engagement with texts does not occur as easily 
and must be acquired. Comprehension strategies can be taught and developed in readers through explicit direct 
systematic instruction, with teacher modeling, and by guiding the students’ use of the strategies flexibly and in 
combination with other strategies. 

Consider using webs, Anticipation Reaction Guides, KWL charts, or other types of organizers before reading to 
activate prior knowledge, teach new vocabulary, and set the purpose for reading. As the student reads the text, 
they can fill out organizers to help manage information, recall important details, make inferences, or reflect on their 
understandings. After the reading, the graphic organizer can be a tool to aid with synthesizing the text, drawing 
conclusions, and even serve as a study tool for tests. As research has long identified seven key comprehension 
strategies all readers need to have and use, consider these ideas for incorporating graphic organizers:

  Using background knowledge/Schema: Anticipation Reaction Guide, KWL chart, Text to Self, Text to World, 
Text to Text T-charts

  Asking questions: Question, Answer, Relationship chart (QAR), Questions/Answers and page number T chart, 
Stop and Jot chart

  Making inferences: Direct, Reading, Thinking Activity chart (DRTA), Reader, Text, Inference Venn diagram

 Determining importance: Timelines, Get the Gist logs, Story Mapping, Cause/Effect chart

 Visualizing/Sensing: Recording Mental Images, Character webs, Diagrams with labels

 Synthesizing: Story Webbing, Somebody, Wanted, But, So, Then, Main Idea and Summarization log 

 Monitoring Comprehension and Repairing Understanding: Coding the Text, Anchor Charts

The great thing about directly teaching comprehension strategies using graphic organizers is that the entire class 
can work in either groups, pairs, or alone on the same strategy and organizer. The strategies can be used in all 
curriculum areas within a balanced literacy classroom, and it allows teachers to be specific and purposeful in 
their teaching, especially when considering the struggling reader.  Graphic organizers are important tools to help 
students observe, interact, and find their own questions and interpretations.  They are tools that can help the 
struggling reader positively bridge the engagement between the reader and text. 
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